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In order to research the in�uence of homogeneity on the rockburst tendency and on AE characteristics of coal-rock combination
body, uniaxial compressive tests of inhomogeneous coal-rock combination bodies obeyed by the Weibull distribution were
simulated using particle �ow code (PFC2D). Macromechanical properties, energy evolution law, and AE characteristics were
analyzed. �e results show that (1) the elastic modulus homogeneity �� has an exponential relation with macroscopic modulus
�, and the bonding strength homogeneity�� has an exponential relation with uniaxial compressive strength ��; (2) the rockburst
tendency of the coal-rock combination body will increase with the increase of �� or ��, and �� is the leading factor in�uencing
this tendency; and (3) both the change law of AE hits and lasting time in dierent periods of AE characteristics are in�uenced by��,
but �� just in�uences the lasting time. �e more inhomogeneous the coal-rock combination body is, the shorter the lasting time
in booming period of AE characteristics will be. �is phenomenon can be used to predict the rockburst tendency of the coal-rock
combination body.

1. Introduction

�e geotechnical properties of rock associated with coal
seams play a signi�cant role in the design, operation, safety,
and stability of both underground and open-cut mining
operations [1, 2]. In particular, for the combined structure
composed of coal and rock mass, its stability directly re�ects
dynamic disaster dangers, such as roof fall, coal bump, and
rockburst. In the process of deep coal resources exploitation,
the engineering accidents and disasters o�en happen due
to the instability and failure of coal and rock structure. In
particular, coal-rock dynamic disasters can be easily induced
when roof and �oor suddenly lose stability in the process of
coalmining [3, 4].�erefore, the interaction between the sur-
rounding rock and coal is a key in�uencing factor in keeping
the dynamic equilibrium of structure composed of roof, coal,
and �oor. In recent years, many researches focusing on coal-
rock combination bodies have been fruitfully conducted,
and some outstanding achievements have been obtained and

reported. For example, the research done by Qi et al. [5, 6] on
dierent coal-rock combination bodies and the mechanism
of rockburst re�ected that employing coal-rock combination
body to determine the tendency of rockburst was in more
accordance with the actual underground conditions. Dou
et al. [7–9] studied the rockburst tendency and precursor
information of acoustoelectric eect, and the tests proved that
coal-rock combination bodies could lose instability suddenly.
Zuo et al. [10] found that the failure of combined coal-rock
mass mainly occurred inside the coal, and the con�ning
pressure, combination modes, and loading conditions play a
very important role on the failuremode of combined samples.
Petukhov and Linkov [11] analyzed the stability of general
bipartite system and the roof-coal system when studying
the stable behavior of rock mass a�er postpeak point. Vakili
and Hebblewhite [12] developed a new cavability assessment
criterion for top-coal embedded in combined coal-rock
system composed of immediate roof, top coal, cutting coal,
and �oor by numerical modeling. Mohtarami et al. [13]
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studied the interaction between soilmass and downward rock
blocks as a combined structure by a theoretical model for
stability analysis.

Rock is a kind of porous medium material composed
of mineral crystals dierent in size and shape, and these
crystals are bonded together by cement. It is very inho-
mogeneous in the microstructure, which means that rock
is inhomogeneous material. Researches [14–16] have shown
that the inhomogeneity has an important eect on the failure
patterns of rock since the inhomogeneity of rock in�uences its
physical and mechanical properties and the crack generation
and evolution law during the failure process of rock. �us
studying the in�uence of inhomogeneity on the properties
of coal-rock combination body has both academic and
engineering values. It is, however, really hard to complete the
study of homogeneous degree’s in�uence on the properties of
coal-rock combination body through physical experiments.
Numerical method has become an important optional choice
for this research. Unfortunately, only few literatures refer
to the simulation experiments on the rockburst tendency
of inhomogeneous coal or rock [17], and the in�uence on
the rockburst tendency and AE characteristics of coal-rock
combination body were not further analyzed.

Particle �ow method can re�ect the microcharacteristics
of rock and shows the mechanism problems of rock mechan-
ics. It is an eective method to study the rock mechanics
problems from the microscopic view. In this paper, particle

�ow so�ware PFC2D is used to simulate themacromechanical
properties of inhomogeneous coal-rock combination bod-
ies. In order to research the in�uence of homogeneity on
the rockburst tendency and AE characteristics of coal-rock
combination body, both energy evolution law and AE change
law are analyzed during the failure process of coal-rock
combination body under uniaxial compression tests.

2. Particle Flow Model of Inhomogeneous
Coal-Rock Combination Bodies

2.1. Inhomogeneous Simulation of Coal-Rock Combination
Body. Hudson and Fairhurst [18] emphasised that as the
strength of rock is not an intrinsic property but the result of
a stochastic chain reaction, theWeibull distribution is appro-
priate for describing the mechanical breakdown process. As
a microscopic parameter setting method, it is widely used at
present, especially for studying the inhomogeneity of rock. Its
probability distribution function�(�) and probability density
function �(�) are shown in formulas (1) and (2), respectively.
Figure 1 shows probability density function curves of dierent
�, when �0 is 1. From this �gure, we can �nd that the
larger the homogeneity � is, the smaller the discreteness of
microparameters is. �is means that the properties of coal or
rock will become more homogeneous:

� (�) = 1 − exp [−( ��0)
�
] , (1)

� (�) = ��0 (
�
�0)
�−1
�−(�/�0)� , (2)
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Figure 1: Curve of probability density of the Weibull distribution.

where �0 is the value of expectation and � is the value of
homogeneity.

In particle �ow code, particles are sti. Particles are
allowed to overlap each other for simulating the contact
force between particles. �ere are two kinds of failure modes
between particles, including shear failure and tension failure.

PFC2D has two dierent bonding models (contact bond and
parallel bond) built into the code. Generally, contact bond is
used to simulate granular materials such as soil, and parallel
bond is used to simulate compact materials such as rock [19].
We choose the parallel bond in this paper. Two experiment
schemes are designed.�e �rst scheme is to keep the bonding
strength �0 between coal particles 15MPa and the bonding
strength �1 between rock particles 45MPa, while the elastic
modulus homogeneity �� between them is changed, with
the desired values for coal and rock as 4GPa and 12GPa,
respectively.�e second scheme is to keep the elasticmodulus
�0 between coal particles 4GPa and the elastic modulus �1
between rock particles 12GPa, while the bonding strength
homogeneity �� between them is changed with the desired
values for coal and rock as 15MPa and 45MPa, respectively
(�� and �� are short for elastic modulus homogeneity and
bonding strength homogeneity later). Microparameters of
coal and rock are shown in Table 1. �e size of the model is
50 × 100mm2, and this model is created by radius expansion
method. �e loading rate is 0.01mm/s, and the loading
model is shown in Figure 2. In order to analyze the energy
accumulation and release, the change of deformation energy
is recorded during the loading process.

2.2. Index of Rockburst Tendency. �e impact energy index
�, elastic energy index ���, and dynamic failure time
�� are o�en used for evaluating the rockburst tendency
of coal. In this paper, the impact energy index � is
introduced to study the eect of inhomogeneous parameters
on the rockburst tendency of coal-rock combination body.
As shown in Figure 3, � index refers to the ratio of the
accumulative deformation energy �� before stress peak to
the releasable deformation energy �� a�er stress peak under
the condition of uniaxial compressive load. It re�ects the
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Table 1: Microparameters of rock and mine.

Materials
Density
(kg/m3)

Radius
(mm)

Friction
coe�cient

Radius of parallel
bond (mm)

Elastic modulus
(GPa)

Bonding strength
(MPa)

Mine
Rock

1800
2600

0.2∼0.3 0.5 1
4
12

15
45

Mine

Rock

Free surface

Fixed surface

10
0

m
m

50mm

0.01mm/s

Figure 2: Test model.

energy transformation during the process of deformation and
failure of coal-rock combination bodies. � is de�ned in (3).
Consider

� = ���� , (3)

where�� is the accumulative deformation energy before stress
peak and �� is the releasable deformation energy a�er stress
peak.

2.3. Numerical Experiment Mechanism of AE Phenomenon.
AE events of rock are directly related to the generation of
cracks, re�ecting the crack formation of rock. AE is a good
method for predicting rockburst [20, 21]. In the parallel

bonding model of PFC2D, the formation of each crack will
generate an AE pulse, and AE events of coal-rock failure
can be simulated and calculated by recording the number of
cracks and post-processing of the data. During the process
of uniaxial compressive tests, the time series characteristic
curves of AE can be obtained by the above-mentioned
method to research the in�uencing rule of inhomogeneous
parameters on AE characteristics of coal-rock combination
body.

3. Homogeneity’s Influence on the Rockburst
Tendency of Coal-Rock Combination Body

3.1. 	e In
uence of Elastic Modulus Homogeneity. Stress-
strain curves for coal-rock combination bodies of dierent
elastic modulus homogeneity�� are shown in Figure 4. Fig-
ure 5 shows the relationship between macroelastic modulus
� and ��. From Figure 4, we can �nd that �� in�uences

deformation energy deformation energy

�

�

Fs: accumulative Fx : releasable

QPO

D

C

Figure 3: Calculation chart of �.
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curves of dierent��.

the uniaxial compressive strength of coal-rock combination
body little but mainly in�uences the strain during the failure
process. �e larger �� is, the lesser the strain is when the
sample failure happens. �e macroelastic modulus of coal-
rock combination body increases with the increase of ��,
while the growth rate decreases gradually. �e relationship
between them can be described through an exponential
function, which is shown in formula (4). Consider

� = 6.13 × 109 − 2.14 × 109 × 0.675�� . (4)

�e bonding rupture number of dierent �� during the
loading process is shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6, we
can see that �� has little in�uence on the total number
of bonding ruptures or its generation because the bonding
strength between particles is not changed, but it has an
obvious in�uence on the time of crack evolution. �e lesser
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Figure 5: �e relationship between elastic modulus and��.
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Figure 6: Bonding rupture number of dierent��.

�� is, the longer the time of crack evolution is. What is more,
the failuremodes of dierent��, which aremainly “V shape”
shear failure of coal, are similar, as shown in Figure 7 (this
�gure only gives the failure mode of coal-rock combination
body when�� is 2, because their failure modes are similar).

Strain energy curves of dierent �� during the loading
process are shown in Figure 8. �is �gure shows that when
�� is small, the accumulative strain energy before the failure
of coal-rock combination body is relatively low. With the
increase of ��, the accumulative strain energy increases
gradually, while �� has little in�uence on the energy release
a�er stress peak.

�e relationship between impact energy index and ��
is shown in Figure 9. �e impact energy index of coal-rock
combination body shows a gradual increase with the increase
of��.�e amplitude of variation is small.When�� increases
from 2 to 10, impact energy index increases from 4.81 to 5.50
only by 0.14 times.

As a general view, the in�uence of �� on the failure
modes and strength of coal-rock combination body is small,
but the in�uence on the strain is large. When �� is small,

Primary crack zone

Figure 7: Failure mode of coal-rock combination body (�� = 2).
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Figure 8: Energy curves of dierent��.

the dierence of elastic modulus between particles is large,
causing the coal and rock to be so�. During the loading
process, the energy accumulates slowly. When the local
stress exceeds the bonding strength between particles, crack
generation happens, causing energy release. �e release is
abundant because of the long time of crack evolution. So the
accumulative energy before the stress peak is small, and the
rockburst tendency is weak. When�� is large, the dierence
of elastic modulus between particles is small, and the process
for accumulating energy is fast. So the energy release before
the failure of coal-rock combination body is little, which
means that the accumulative energy before the peak stress is
large. �at is why the rockburst tendency will strengthen if
�� is large.
3.2. 	e In
uence of Bonding Strength Homogeneity. Stress-
strain curves of coal-rock combination bodies for dierent
bonding strength�� are shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows
the relationship between uniaxial compressive strength ��
and ��. �� has little in�uence on the macroelastic modulus
of coal-rock combination body, but a big in�uence on the
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Figure 10: Stress-strain curves of dierent��.

uniaxial compressive strength. �e uniaxial compressive
strength shows an increasing trend with the increase of ��,
but its growth rate decreases. �e relationship between them
can be described by an exponential function, which is shown
in formula (5). Consider

�� = 17.93 × 106 − 14.84 × 106 × 0.73�� . (5)

�e bonding rupture number of dierent �� during the
loading process is shown in Figure 12. �e smaller �� is, the
longer the crack evolution time is, which will result in a larger
number of bonding ruptures because of the great amount of
particles of coal-rock combination body with low bonding
strength under which cracks will generate, while the larger
�� is, the shorter the crack evolution time is, whichwill result
in lesser number of bonding ruptures when the samples are
broken, because the bonding strength between particles is
large and crack generation needs high stress.

Failure modes of dierent �� are shown in Figure 13.
From Figure 13, “V shape” shear failure is found to be
the main failure mode where �� has an obvious eect
on the distribution of micro�ssures. When �� is small,
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Figure 11: �e relationship between uniaxial compressive strength
and��.
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Figure 12: Bonding rupture number of dierent��.

there are lots of micro�ssures distributing among the “V
shape” shear zone. Both the randomness and discreteness of
micro�ssures distribution are reduced with the increase of
��. What is more, these micro�ssures are gradually close
to the “V shape” shear zone. �us �ssures localization is
increasingly apparent, which means that the “V shape” shear
zone becomes narrower.

Strain energy curves of dierent �� during the loading
process are shown in Figure 14. From the prepeak state of
strain energy curves, it shows that the accumulative strain
energy increases with the increase of��. From the postpeak
state, it shows that the energy is released faster and faster with
the increase of��, easily leading to rockburst.

�e relationship between impact energy index and �� is
shown in Figure 15. When �� increases, the impact energy
index of coal-rock combination body will increase and the
rockburst tendency will become more obvious. �e impact
energy index rises from 1.54 to 4.38 as �� increases from 2
to 10. Combined with the above research, it is evident that
the in�uence of �� on the rockburst tendency for coal-rock
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Primary crack zone
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Figure 13: Failure modes of dierent��.

combination body is stronger than that of ��. So �� is the
key controlling factor.

In general, �� has a strong in�uence on the failure
modes and on the strength of coal-rock combination body.

Its in�uence, however, is small on the macroelastic modulus.
When �� is small, the number of particles with lower
bonding strength is large. In the initial stage of loading, the
bonding of particles begins to break under low strength. It
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Figure 15: �e relationship between impact energy index and��.

will last in the whole loading process, and the time of crack
evolution is long. �e accumulative energy before the stress
peak is small due to the energy release. �us the rockburst
tendency is weak. However, when �� is large, the number
of particles with higher bonding strength is high, the failure
strength of coal-rock combination body is strong, and the
time of crack evolution is short. �e accumulative energy
gets large and the rate of energy release goes fast. �erefore,
the rockburst of coal-rock combination body is easy to
happen.

4. Homogeneity’s Influence on
AE Characteristics of Coal-Rock
Combination Body

4.1. 	e In
uence of Elastic Modulus Homogeneity. �e rela-
tionship between the number of AE hits and strain during
the failure process of coal-rock combination bodies under
dierent �� is shown in Figure 16. According to AE char-
acteristics, the stress-strain curves can be generally divided
into four stages: I: quiet period, II: developing period, III:

booming period, and IV: dropping period. �e in�uence of
�� on the change law of AE hits is inapparent.

However, the duration times of AE characteristics under
dierent �� are various. AE phenomenon has a direct
connection with the internal crack generation of samples,
but �� has little in�uence on the cracks’ number. �us, the
in�uence of �� on the change law of AE hits in dierent
stages is unobvious.�� in�uences the time of crack evolution
greatly, causing lasting time under dierent �� in each
stage dierent. For example, when �� increases from 2 to
10, the total strain in I, quiet period, and II, developing
period, decreases from 0.339% to 0.289% and the strain in III,
booming period, from 0.071% to 0.062%. �is phenomenon
implies that when �� increases, the rate of both energy
accumulation and energy release will increase, manifesting
the increasing possibility of rockburst.

4.2. 	e In
uence of Bonding Strength Homogeneity. �e
relationship between the number of AE hits and strain during
the failure process of coal-rock combination bodies under
dierent �� is shown in Figure 17. It is obviously shown
that �� has a signi�cant in�uence on the wholeness law of
AE characteristics. �e change law of AE hits for coal-rock
combination body can be described as follows:

(1) When �� is small, the combination body will come
into the II, developing period, directly without I, quiet
period, and the number of AE hits keeps high. As the
load increases, the number of AE hits will increase
continuously. It will be at a high level in both the
prepeaking strength and postpeaking strength.

(2) When �� continues to increase, the combination
body will come into the I, quiet period, during the
initiating loading, which shows no AE phenomenon.
With the increase of load, the number of AE hits
shows an obviously increasing trend until it comes
into the III, booming period. A�er that, it comes into
IV, dropping period, in which the number of AE hits
decreases sharply.

(3) When�� is high, AE phenomenon teems when near
the III, booming period, whereas the number of AE
hits is in a low level before that.

Above all, we can �nd that the AE characteristics of coal-
rock combination body can preferably re�ect the change of
��.

In addition, the lasting time of I, quiet period, increases
with the increase of��. For instance, when�� increases from
2 to 10, the strain of coal-rock combination body during the
I, quiet period, increases from 0 to 0.105%. �e duration of
III, booming period, and peaking points of AE hits, however,
shows a dropping tendency, such as the strain of coal-rock
combination body during III, booming period, decreases
from0.043% to 0.026%as�� changes from2 to 10.�e reason
is that the smaller�� is, the longer the crack evolution time is.
�e phenomenon shows that�� is the key factor in�uencing
the change law of AE characteristics. It also implies that
when�� is larger, the accumulative energy will be larger and
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Figure 16: AE curves of dierent��.

the rate of energy release will be faster. So the larger�� is, the
greater the possibility of rockburst will be.

5. Discussing the Influence of
Homogeneous Parameters

Comparing the in�uence of the elastic modulus homogeneity
�� and bonding strength homogeneity �� on the rockburst
tendency of coal-rock combination body, we know that
the variable range of impact energy index in�uenced by

�� is 4.81∼5.50 and the range in�uenced by �� is 1.51∼
4.38. Besides, �� in�uences greater the rockburst tendency
of coal-rock combination body compared to ��. Elastic
modulus is an elastic deformation parameter. On the one
hand, it has a strong in�uence on the elastic deforma-
tion but only has an eect on the energy accumulation
before the failure of samples. On the other hand, it has
a weak eect on the plastic deformation and postpeak
failure, resulting in the fact that that the energy release
and crack generation of coal-rock combination body are
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Figure 17: AE curves of dierent��.

rarely in�uenced by��. Bonding strength mainly aects the

failure process of coal-rock combination body. It controls the
energy accumulation of prepeak strength, the energy release
of postpeak strength, and the number of cracks. �e AE
phenomenon has a direct relation with the crack evolution
law during the failure process of coal-rock combination
body. �erefore, �� has a great in�uence on the rockburst
tendency and AE characteristics for coal-rock combination
body.

6. Conclusions

From the above research on the in�uence of homogeneity on
the rockburst tendency and AE characteristics of coal-rock
combination body, the conclusions are as follows:

(1) �e elastic modulus homogeneity �� has a weak
in�uence on the failure modes and the strength of
coal-rock combination body, and its macroelastic
modulus shows an exponential function relation with
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��. �e bonding strength homogeneity��, however,
has a little in�uence on the macroelastic modulus
of the combination, and its uniaxial compressive
strength shows an exponential function relation with
��.

(2) With the increase of elastic modulus homogeneity��
or bonding strength homogeneity ��, the possibility
of rockburst tendency of coal-rock combination body
will be enhanced.�� plays a leading role in in�uenc-
ing the rockburst tendency. When�� increases from
to 2 to 10, the impact energy index increases from 1.54
to 4.38 by 1.84 times while �� only increases by 0.14
times.

(3) �e bonding strength homogeneity �� has a strong
in�uence on the wholeness law of AE characteristics,
whereas the elastic modulus homogeneity �� only
in�uences the lasting time of AE characteristics in
each stages. �� is the key factor in�uencing the
change law of AE characteristics for coal-rock combi-
nation body.When�� increases, the lasting time of I,
quiet period, II, developing period, and III, booming
period, shows a slowly dropping trend; when ��
increases, the lasting time of I, quiet period, and II,
developing period, increases but decreases during III,
booming period.

(4) Combined with homogeneity’s in�uence on the rock-
burst tendency and AE characteristics of coal-rock
combination body, we can �nd that the larger the
homogeneous degree is, the stronger the rockburst
tendency will be, while the lasting time of III,
booming period, will decrease with the increase of
the homogeneous degree. �is phenomenon has an
important guiding signi�cance for monitoring the
rockburst.
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